AVRs
AVR's

MODEL

DENON 2100

FEATURES
Denon 7.2 Channel Full 4K Ultra HD A/V Receiver With Bluetooth And
Wi-Fi - AVR-X2100W (Black)
Denon AVR-X2100W IN-Command 7.2 Channel Audio/Video Receiver
with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Equipped with both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
wireless technologies, the AVR-X2100W A/V receiver lets you listen to
your favorite tracks from your portable audio player, smartphone and
tablet, as well as from your home network. Choose from a wide range
of internet radio stations, and listen to your favorite tracks from music
streaming services such as Pandora, SiriusXM and Spotify. You can
also listen to tracks on your DLNA home PC or Mac, and the AVRX2100W is equipped with dual RF antennas for maximum Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi reception quality. The AVR-X2100W's advanced video
processor is equipped to handle future 4K Ultra HD 60 Hz full rate
content as well as featuring 4:4:4 Pure Color 4K sub-sampling passthrough, both features of the latest HDMI specification. The AVRX2100W is also certified by the Imaging Science Foundation for video
quality, and is equipped with the full suite of ISFccc advanced video
calibration controls.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model :AVR-X2100W
Output Wattage:125 watts
Special Features :Sleep Timer
Channels:7.2
Streaming Capability:Pandora, Spotify
Connect, SiriusXM - Subscription Required
Crossover Point:Variable High/Low Pass:
40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 200, 250 (12 / 24
dB)
FM/AM Tuner:Yes
DSP:Analog Devices 32-bit
Digital to Analog Converter:192 kHz / 24-bit
Video Processing:Analog Device 12-bit
ADV8003

The SR5010 combines top-notch audio and video performance with
convenient wireless connectivity in a sturdy, attractive package that
makes a commanding centerpiece in any home theater. It's loaded
with up-to-the-minute features and backed by expert engineering to
ensure you get the very most out of any entertainment source you
have connected.

MARANTZ 5010

A perfect blend of style and substance
Looks may not be everything, but we've come to associate the
distinctive porthole display on the front panel of Marantz receivers
with outstanding quality. The SR5010 combines top-notch audio and
video performance with convenient wireless connectivity in a sturdy,
attractive package that makes a commanding centerpiece in any
home theater. It's loaded with up-to-the-minute features and backed
by expert engineering to ensure you get the very most out of any
entertainment source you have connected. This receiver's powerful
amplification ? rated at 100 watts per channel in stereo mode ? can
fill any room with heart-pounding surround sound or clean, detailed
music.
Ready for 4K
Every HDMI connection on the SR5010 is HDCP 2.2 compliant, so
you'll be able to take full advantage of current and future Ultra HD
content with a compatible 4K TV. You'll enjoy remarkable clarity and
definition from 4K Blu-ray discs (a format we're excited to see later
this year), online video streaming and subscription-based services,
and even home movies taken with a 4K-capable camera. You don't
have to wait for more content to be released before you can enjoy
ultra-high-definition picture quality ? the SR5010 can upscale lowerresolution signals to 4K, so all your video sources, including older
DVDs and Blu-rays, will sparkle with new life.
Take your home theater above and beyond with Dolby Atmos and
DTS:X?
A technology that just made its debut in home theater receivers last
year, Dolby Atmos creates the most lifelike, captivating surround
sound of any audio format we've heard to da

Watts Per Channel 100 Watts
Item Weight 10 Kg
Product Dimensions 34.5 x 43.9 x 16 cm
Item model number SR5010

YAMAHA 1050

7.2-channel AVENTAGE network AV receiver with Dolby Atmos® and
DTS:XTM. With HDMI 2.0a, playback video in 4K Ultra HD with HDCP
2.2 and high dynamic range (HDR) support. Enjoy an audiophile grade
design that incorporates a rigid chassis and symmetrical amp layout
with the latest ESS SABRETM DACs. Enjoy high-resolution audio
playback and access to online music services with built-in Wi-Fi or
conveniently connect a smartphone or tablet with Bluetooth® for
quick access to your favorite music. Expand your entertainment reach
with advanced multi-zone features like advanced HDMI® video
switching and a Compressed Music Enhancer with additional zone
functionality. Now with MusicCast, this device can be expanded to
deliver wireless multiroom audio playback, all controlled by a simple
app.

Brand Yamaha
Watts Per Channel 110 Watts
Item Weight 15 Kg
Product Dimensions 43.8 x 43.5 x 18.1 cm
Batteries: 2 AAA batteries required.
(included)
Item model number RX-A1050

